Kanagawa sightseeing charm creation conference

West of
the Prefecture

＜Sports / ME-BYO＞

Yamakita Town
Tourist Attraction No.

245

Hiking course popular among families
and children

Ohnoyama Hikinge

Explanation of
Tourist Attraction

Ohnoyama(Mt.Ohno), which is filled with an idyllic atmosphere, is a hiking course popular
among families and children. The mountain is gentle with an elevation of 723 m. The view of
Mt. Fuji from its top is spectacular and was selected as one of the best views of Mt.Fuji in the
Kanto region. Many hikers visit the mountain on the first day of climbing season of Mt. Ohno
on April 29 and the Mt. Ohno Festival held on a Sunday at the beginning of November every
year. The view from the hiking trail on the way down to Yaga Station is also splendid.

selling point

The hiking course has many good spots to view Mt. Fuji.

Address

Yamaichiba, Yamakita-machi, Ashigarakami-gun, Kanagawa

Opening Hours

ー

Availability of Parking

ー

URL

http://www.town.yamakita.kanagawa.jp/contents̲detail.php?frmId=115

Recommended Season

Summer ・ Autumn
Group

Group/Individual Mark
Target Regions

Individual

Europe, North America, Oceania

Access
20 mins. walk from JR Line [Yamakita Station]
Model
Route

No.

84

Specific Model Route Details
Individual

Various Tokyo areas +++ JR Tokaido Line
[Kozu Station] +++ JR Gotemba Line [Yaga
Station]・
・
・(60 mins.)・
・
・Yoritomo Cherry
Blossom・
・
・(70 mins.)・
・
・Top of Mt.
Ohno・
・
・(80 mins.)・
・
・Former Kyowa
Elementary School (Kyowa no Mori /
Charcoal making experience)・
・
・(20
mins.)・
・
・Mt. Ohno trail entrance・
・
・(40
mins.)・
・
・Yamakita-machi Health & Welfare
Center Sakura-no-Yu Bath・
・
・(3 mins.)・
・
・JR
Gotemba Line [Yamakita Station] +++
[Matsuda Station] / [Shin-Matsuda Station]
+++ JR /Odakyu Line [Odawara Station]
Start

Tokyo (various areas)

Goal

Odawara Station
(JR, Odakyu Line)

Time Required

7 hours

Nearby Sightseeing Spot

Shasui Falls

Yamakita Railway Park

Shasui Falls, which flows down
from the Takizawa River, a branch
of the Sakawa River, is a famous
fall selected as one of the "Best
100 Waterfalls of Japan." The
water is also selected as the "Best
100 Waters of Japan."

A steam locomotive (D52-70), which
was used until 1968, is preserved in the
park. There are many cherry blossom
trees around the park as well as a good
photo spot where the Gotemba Line
runs through a tunnel of cherry
blossoms.
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